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Abstract. Recentground-basedobservationsof auroral radio waveshave identified
narrowband emissionsnear 2 and 3 times the lower ionosphericelectron cyclotron

frequency(fce) knownas auroralroars. In this paper the propagationof thesewaves
in the auroral ionosphereis investigatedby means of a ray-tracing technique. We
modelone particular scenarioin whicha large-scale(tens of kilometers)horizontal
density structure, based on density structures observedwith the Sondrestrom
radar at times of auroral roar emissions,plays a crucial role in both guiding the
wavesto the ground and enabling mode conversion. The location and the mode
characteristicsof the initial waves are determined on the basis of local stability
properties, which suggeststhat Z-mode wave excitation is favored near 2fce.
However, since Z-mode cannot propagate to the ground they must first undergo a

modeconversionto one of the free-spacemodes(X and O). It is foundthat for a
narrow range of frequenciesand initial wave phase anglesthe trapped Z mode can
be convertedto O mode via the Ellis radio window. This finding is consistentwith

the fact that auroral roar emissions
are nearly 100% O-modepolarized.However,it
is important to note that the evaluationof the dampingof the Z-mode wavesalong
the ray path is not consideredwithin the context of this preliminary study and will
be critical for eventually determining the exact physicalscenarioof the auroral roar
generationmechanism.

1. Introduction

[1998b]observedthat the 2fce auroralroar wavesare

predominantlyO-mode polarized.
Recent ground-basedstudiesof auroral radio emisWeatherwaxet al. [1995]first providedroughestisionsat 1-4 MHz frequencyrange have revealed new mates of direct maser-type growth rates for both 2fce
and interestingphenomena.Theseincludenarrowband and 3fce X modes and showedthat they could exemissions
in the vicinity of the first (2fce) and second ceedthe ionosphericcollisionaldamping rate, although
(3fce)harmonicsof the lowerionospheric
electroncy- growth rates were low. However, recent observational
clotronfrequencyat the sourcelocation[Kelloggand
[Shepherd
et al., 1998b]and theoretical[Willeset al.,
Monson, 1979, 1984; Weatherwaxet al., 1993, 1995;
1998] works suggestthat an X-mode maser is not a
Hughesand LaBelle, 1998; LaBelle and Weatherwax, viable roar emissiongeneration mechanism. Weather-

1992].Herefce= f•ce/2•r= eB/2•rmecisthelocalelec- wax et al. [1995]alsospeculatedon the possibilityof
tron cyclotronfrequencywith B beingthe intensityof indirect radiation mechanisms which include nonlinear
the geomagnetic
field at F regionionospheric
heights. wave-wavecoalescence
of two Z modes(at fc•) into eiThese emissions,together with auroral hiss, are often ther of the two free-spacemodes(X or O) to produce
precursorsto the expansionphaseof auroral substorms 2fce emissionsand linear mode conversionof Z mode
[LaBelleet al., 1994;Weatherwax
et al., 1995].Obser-

vations have also revealed that these emissions consist

of hundredsof finefrequencystructures[LaBelleet al.,
1995;Shepherdet al., 1998a].Recently,Shepherdet al.
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into O mode.

The

latter

mechanism

is known

as the

"Ellis radio window"mechanism[Ellis, 1956].
In order

to reassess the

direct

emission

mechanism

for free-spacemodes, Yoonet al. [1996]workedout a
detailed instability analysis for X and O modes under
physical parameters typical of the auroral roar source

region. Meanwhile, Willes et al. [1998]discussed
the
nonlinear coalescencetheory in a quantitative manner.
On the basisof Z-mode propagation path, they showed
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plot of the maximum growth rates for the Z2 and O1
modes. The Z2 mode growth rate correspondsto the
by Melrose[1991]in the solarcontext. More recently, higher-altitude range, while the narrow band of light
¾oonet al. [1998]reassessed
the masergrowthrate shadesin the lower-altitude region correspondsto the
calculation including the Z mode and showedthat the Ol-mode growth region. The Z2 growth rate is genergrowth rates of Z mode at 2fce (Z2) and 3fce (Z3) ally higher than that of O1, as evidencedby the darker
are greatly enhancedwhen the ionosphericcondition is shades. Unshaded regions correspondto wave absorpsuchthat the local upper hybrid frequencymatchesthe tion regions(either by collisionless
cyclotrondamping
harmonics of electron cyclotron frequency,
or by electron/ion,electron/neutralcollisionaldamping).
fu2h
-- fc2e
q-fp2
e--(8 fce)
2 8-- 2 and3
The computation of the local maximum growth rate
that repeated coalescences
of Z modesare indeed a possibility. Their study is similar to that of an earlier one

Herefpe= V•pe/27r
= (nee2/7rme)
•/2 is thelocalelec-

is baseduponthe recentpaperby ¾oonet al. [1998]in

which a small population of energeticelectronspossesstron plasma frequency, ne being the number density. ing a downgoingbeam feature (with •. 10 keV beam kiThis finding is consistentwith rocket flight observa- neticenergy)and upgoingloss-cone
featureis assumed
tions of intense electrostatic upper hybrid waves when to exist along the auroral field lines. The thermal enthe saidmatchingconditionis met [CartwrightandKel- ergy of these electronsis assumedto be •. 1 keV. Their
logg,1974; Goughand Urban, 1983; Goughet al., 1995; number density is generally small in comparison with

McFaddenet al., 1986],and alsoagreeswith earlierthe- that of the background(diffusiveequilibrium)electrons
oreticalfindingsby Kaufmann[1980],WingleeandDulk at F region altitudes. In the presentmodel the number
[1986a,1986b]and Bensonand Wong[1987].However, density of the energetic electronsis simply taken to be
sincethe Z mode is a trapped mode a conversioninto
one of the free spacemodesis necessaryin order for the

of the form

nenerg(X,
Z) -- 10-3 ne(x,z)sech2(x/L) (1)

excitedwavesto reachthe ground[Goughand Urban,
1983; Weatherwaxet al., 1995].
which implies that the highest concentrationof enerOne candidate escapemechanisminvolveslinear mode getic electronsis in the near vicinity of the center of
conversionof Z mode into either O or W (whistler) the structure, x = 0 (this is why the shadesturn promode, i.e., the Ellis radio window mechanism. Such gressively
lighteras onemovesawayfrom x - 0).
an idea has its origin from early studiesof radio wave
Accordingto Yoonet al. [1998],for the rangeof frepropagationin the ionosphere
[e.g.,Ellis, 1956]. The quencyratioscorresponding
to fpe/fce < I or so the
purposeof the presentarticle is to investigatethe El- excitation of O1, X2, and Z1 wavesare favored, which
lis radio window

mechanism

in the context

of auroral

roar emissionsin a quantitative manner by means of a
ray-tracing technique.
The organizationof the presentpaper is as follows:In
section2, we introduce the model of bottomside auroral
ionosphere,which will be used in the ray-tracing calculation. Section 3 presentsthe results of the ray-tracing
calculation carried out over the model ionosphere. Finally, section 4 concludesthe discussion.
2. Model

of Bottomside

Auroral

Ionosphere
The auroral ionosphereat F region altitudes is char-

is why the O 1-modegrowth occursonly for low-altitude

regionsnear 100-125km for whichfpe/fceis lessthan
unity. Z1 and X2 maximum growth rates are not plotted.

Forfpe/fcegreaterthanunity, Yoonet al. [1998]find
that Z2 and Z3 modes are favorably excited. Specifi-

cally,fora rough
rangecorresponding
to x/• < fpe/ fce_<
2.25. the Z2 mode possessesa high maximum growth

rate(witha peaknearfpe/fce• X/• •' 1.73).Similarly,
for• < fpe/fce_<3.2or so,theZ3 modehasa high
maximum
growth
ratewiththepeaknearfpe/fce• V•.
These peaks, of course, correspondto the upper hybrid

frequency
matching
condition
fp2
e+ fc2e
- (Sfce)2(S-- 2

acterizedby pervasivehorizontaldensitystructures[Brin-

and 3), mentionedearlier.
Indeed, the Z2-mode growth rate representedby gray

ton et al., 1978; Tsunoda,1988; Kelley, 1989; Rodgeret

scale indicates

that intense excitation

of Z2-mode

waves

al., 1992;Doe et al., 1993,1995]. Shepherd
et al. [this occurs
for fpe/fce_> X/'•. It is interesting
to note,
issue]report that the typical ionospheric
electronden- however, that the most intense Z2-mode growth ocsity duringthe roar emission(measuredwith incoherent cursfor fpe/fceslightlyabovethe exactmatchingvalue
scatterradar technique)is characterizedwith horizon- vf• m 1.73. Note that for the presentchoiceof backtal structures of a few tens of kilometers. On this basis
groundelectrontemperature(Tde-- 103K) the resultwe model our electron density as a function of both the ingratiofpe/fceis too lowto excitethe Z3 mode,which
altitude z and one horizontal spatial coordinate, say x.

requires
a higherfpe/fce(> V•). As a consequence,

Figure I displaysthe contourplots of the total elec- the presentstudy is relevant only to the 2fce roar emistron numberdensityne(X,z) (Figurela) and the ratio sions. However, we hasten to point out that the present
fpe/fce(Figurelb) versushorizontaldistancex andal- study can be easily generalizedfor the discussionof 3fce
titude z. In Figure lb, we alsosuperposethe gray-scale emissions.If we chooselower Tde (say,•. 950 K, for in-
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Figure 1. Contourplotsof (a) thetotalelectron
densityne(x,z) and(b) theratiofpe(X,z)/fce(Z)
versusthe horizontaldistancex and altitude z. In Figure lb the maximum growth rates for the
Z2 and the O1 modesare also superposedusinggray scale. The much darker region which
occupiesa much larger, high-altitude domain correspondsto the Z2 mode, while a narrow band
of lighter shadeswhich occupythe lower altitudesjust above100 km correspondsto the ¸ mode.

stance),we can easilyobtainhighervaluesof fpe/fce For altitudes above •0 250 kin, x - 0 marks the locafor which Z3-mode

excitation

is favored over Z2-mode

excitation.

In the ray-tracing calculation to follow we initialize
the rays accordingto the local Z2-mode growth properties, as indicated by the gray-scalerepresentationof the
maximum growth rate. The local growth rate property
also reveals that the phase angle for the most unsta-

ble modesis invariablya 90ø propagationangle[Yoon
et al., 1996]. Therefore,initial rays are all launched
with phase angle 0 closeto 90ø. We assumethat the
initial waves are closeto twice the local electron gyrofrequency:

f = s fee• 2.80s B (z) [MHz]

(2)

where B(z) is given by (A5) (see Appendix A) and
s = 1.995. The reason an exact integer s = 2 is not
used is again due to the local stability property, which
showsthat 2fce waves are excited just below an exact

tion for whichthe most intenseZ2 modeis excited,but
below•0 250 km altitude the highestZ2 growth occurs
not at x = 0 but at some distance away in either direction. Our numerical schemeautomatically finds the
most unstable

x location.

3. Ray-Tracing

Analysis

The Z modeis a trappedmodein coldmagnetoionic
plasmaray theory. Therefore,if we simply follow the
Z-mode ray path, the mode eventuallybecomesa nonpropagating
mode(that is, the indexof refractionN ap-

proaches
infinity,andthe groupvelocitybecomes
zero).
At thispointthe waveenergywill be absorbed
backby
the ambientplasma.However,accordingto Ellis radio
windowtheory,a portionof the Z-modewaveenergy
can be convertedto that of the ¸ mode, providedthe
wavephasevectorbecomesnearly parallelto the ambi-

ent field (sin0 = 0), frequencyf is sufficiently
closeto
integerharmonic[Yoonet al., 1996];s = 1.995is a good the localplasmafrequencyfpe, andthe indexof refracrepresentative
value. By assumingthe relation (2) the tion, N 2, becomes
sufficiently
closeto a criticalvalue
launch frequency is automatically determined once we
Nc•r,where
choosethe launch height z. For a given z we then survey the x spacefor the highestmaximum growth rate.

Nc2r
-- fce/(fce
-]-fpe)

(3)
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andthe Elliswindowpoint(fpe/fce,O,N•r) is approxi-

The concept of Ellis radio window is quite straightforward, and it can be understood on the basis of the
magnetoionic dispersion relation

N2- 1- f (Tf -TfP•e
fcel

mately given by ds • 0.054. Generally, we also found
that the minimum distance ds and the angular width

(4)

whereT - (fp•e
- f2)(s-•-x/X-•-s2)/If• - fp•el,and
s - f fcesin
• 0/2If• - fp•el
Icos
OI. Heretheplusormi-

RADIO WAVES

dOscalelinearly as ds • 0.054dO/6, wheredOis given
in degree.Armed with this information,we first specify
a permissibleEllis windowwidth dOE(measuredin degree) in the ray-tracingcode. Then as we calculatethe
ray path, we evaluateds at eachpoint. In general,if a
modeis far from the Ellis window,ds is large. However,

nuscorresponds
to X/Z and O/W mode,respectively. as the mode approachesthe Ellis window, ds decreases
For fpe/fce • I the Z modebranchand the O and W in magnitude. If

modes share the same values of the refractive

index at

ds _• 0.054dOE/6
(7)
two points when O - 0. These points of intersection
correspondto the exact Ellis window, where the trans- then we stop the calculation and declare that the mode

mission coefficient of Z to either O or W and vice versa

has accessed the Ellis radio window.

are 100% (the calculationof intensitytransmissioncoIn Figure 2 we present some sample Z2 mode ray
efficientis not sostraightforward,however,and involves paths, superposedon top of the gray-scalemaximum
the solutionof mode conversiondifferentialequation). growth rate plot. Figure 2a showsfive differentlaunch
The point that allows Z- to W-mode conversionis called heights,whichincludez - 350 (2772.2kHz), 325 (2803.4
the first Ellis window, while the other point for Z- to kHz), 300 (2835 kHz), 275 (2899.7 kHz), and 250 km
O-mode conversion is the second Ellis window.
The
(2867 kHz). Initial ray positionsalongx are all located
squaresof indices of refraction at the first and second at x - 0, since x - 0 correspondsto the highest Z2
Ellis windows are given by
maximumgrowth rate for a given z (darkestshade),

Z•2rl
__fc-fp
fce

2 fc+fp
fce

for 250 km case (or 2867 kHz). For the case
(5) except
of 250 km the maximum growth occurs some distance
away from x - 0 on either side. Therefore the ray is

respectively.
For the caseof fpe/fce • 1, the first Ellis launched to the left of x - 0 where the highest wave
window does not exist, but only the secondwindow re- growthtakesplace (whichis determinedautomatically
mains as a mode conversion channel. The critical index
in the code). Launchanglesare 0(0) - 90ø for all cases.
of refraction (3) thus corresponds
to the secondEllis Of the five casesconsidered,only the ray launched at
window.
300 km eventuallyaccesses
the Ellis radio window(beThe distanceds between a point in a three-dimensional yondwhich,the modepresumablyconvertsto O mode).
parameterspace(f/fce, Sin•,N •) and the exactEllis This case is shown with a solid line, while other cases

windowpoint(fpe/fce,O,Nc•r)is givenby

(ds)• - sin• • + (f - fpe)•/fc•e+ (N• - Nc•r)
• (6)
If ds - 0, a mode is in the exact Ellis window, where
the Z- to O-mode conversionis 100%. However, partial conversionis possibleeven if ds is finite as long as

it is sufficientlysmall. Smith [1973]numericallyestimates the angular width of the Ellis window to be • 6ø
on the basis of the half width of the intensity trans-

missioncoefficient.The Smith [1973]calculation,and
other related early works, are relevant for ionospheric
radio wave propagationproblems, assuminga simple
one-dimensionalstratefied density inhomogeneity.Our
problem is more complicated in that we must deal with
at least a two-dimensionalspatial gradient. To simplify
the matter, we do not attempt to calculate the width
of the radio windowfrom first principle,but simply extrapolate these early results for our need.
To implement the Ellis window accesscondition in
our ray-tracing code, we have first numerically tabu-

are depicted with dashes. The final location where the
ray hits the radio window is designatedwith a small circle. In this calculationthe predesignatedangular width

of the radio windowis dOE-- 6ø [Smith,1973]. For
those modes that

do not access the radio window

the

waveseventuallyevolveinto nonpropagatingmodes.
In Figure 2b, we show the Z2 mode ray paths with
a fixed initial location (x - 0, z - 300 km, which correspondsto 2835 kHz) but with a slight variation in
launchangles. The local growth theory [Yoon et al.,

1996]predictsthat 0 - 90ø corresponds
to the highest

wave growth, with the growth rate rapidly decreasing
as one moves away from the exactly perpendicular direction. Significantwavegrowth occursonly within 5ø
in eachdirectionabout the 90ø angle. In this regardthe
80ø and 100ø casesdepictedin the figure have already
been stretched somewhat beyond the limit. Of the five
differentlaunch angles,two caseseventuallyreachthe
Elliswindow(andconvertto O-modewaves).Notethat
the mode launchedwith 80ø phaseangle convertsto an
lated the quantity ds definedin (6) as a function of upward propagatingO mode and thus cannot reachthe
both the frequencyf and the angle •, varying the ra- ground, whereas the mode launched at 90ø is directed
tio fpe/fce as an input parameter.For a wide rangeof toward the ground.
fpe/fce we foundthat the minimumdistancebetween For the particular parameters modeled here the Z
a point(f/fce, sin•, N •) when• is 3ø (thus,6ø width), mode wavesare refractedaway from the high density
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Figure 2. (a) The Z2-mode ray paths for variouslaunchaltitudes, which includesz = 350,
325, 300, 275, and 250 kin. Assumingthe relation f - 1.995fce, the correspondingfrequencies
are 2772.2, 2803.4, 2835, 2899.7, and 2867 kHz. The initial location of the rays.in x are all at

zero(corresponding
to the mostintensewaveemission),
exceptfor 250kin, for whichthe highest
wave emission should occur on either sides of x - 0. Of the casesshown, only the 2835-kHz

wavereachesthe Ellis window(shownwith solidline, endingwith a small circlewhichmarksthe
locationat whichthe ray hits the Ellis window). (b) The ray pathsof 2835-kHzmodelaunched
with severaldifferent phase angles. Of the variouscasesconsideredthe rays launchedat 80ø and
90ø initial phaseanglesare capableof accessingthe radio window and thus partly convertingto
O mode. These two cases are shown with solid lines.

and are in effect guided by the densitycavity. However,
the propagation is sensitiveto parameters such as the
relation of the wave frequency to 2fce, particularly if
warm plasma effects are included. Other regimes exist in which the waves are confined in density enhance-

other casesare plotted with dashes. For the 300 km

casethequantities
sin20 andIN2- Nc2•l
indeedbecome
zero at the end of the calculation.

We next consider a continuous variation of the launch

height(andthereforethe frequency)andthe launchanmentsrather than refractedawayfrom them [e.g., Er- gle and investigatethe Ellis window accessibilitycondition in a systematic way. Specifically, we vary the
gun,1989].
Another way to illustrate the Ellis radio window launch height from 325 to 275 km, which corresponds

mechanism
is to plot twoquantities,
sin20and IN2 - to the frequencyrange of • 2805-2865 kHz. The initial
Nc2rl
, asfunctions
of time (in/zs). In Figure3, weplot x location is 0 for all cases. For each launch height we
sin20 and]N2 - Nc2rl
for the fivedifferentcases
of ini- continuouslyvary the initial phase angle from 85ø to
tial launch altitudes as shownin Figure 2. A given ray
can be consideredaccessibleto the radio window only if

95ø. In the first run we allow a rather stringent Ellis

JV2- JVc2r
andsin20 become
simultaneously
close
to zero

accessedthe radio window and savethe initial frequency
and phase angle as output data only if the ray path

window access condition.

We declare that the mode has

alongthe ray path. (The otherconditionof f- fp• 0• 0
followsautomaticallyand thusis not shown.)The only leads to within 1 ø of the exact Ellis window. The result
casein Figure 2 for which the ray reachesthe Ellis win- is shownin Figure 4a, which plots the launch frequency
dow, namely, 300 km, is plotted with solid lines, while versus the initial phase angle. We have also run two
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representation
of ray-tracing
results,
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in Figure2a. Note that for the 2835kHz case(or 300km altitude)the two quantitiesbecomezero
simultaneouslyat the end of the calculation,thus demonstratingthat the rays have indeed hit
the Ellis radio window. For those rays that do not reach the Ellis window the index of refraction
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more cases in which

we allow the Ellis window

to have

3ø and 6ø angular widths, respectively. These results
are shownin Figures 4b and 4c. Figure 4 showsseveral
strips and dots of launch frequency and initial phase
angle for which the initial Z mode eventually accesses
the Ellis window. As expected,the strips progressively
widen as the Ellis window condition is successivelyrelaxed.

4. Conclusions

and

Discussion

We have modeled one particular possibleionospheric
electrondensity structure characterizedby a density de-

pletion (or cavity) at the centerand a pair of enhanced
ionization patches adjacent to the cavity. The wave
sourceis within the cavity region. Dependingon plasma
parameters, the waves may be refracted either toward
or away from density gradients. For the parameters
modeled here using cold plasma theory for the background plasma the wavesare refracted away from the
density enhancements,so that the cavity structure directs the wave propagationtoward the ground. In fact,
we find that if we lower the maximum

electron concen-

trationfrom 1.5x 10• (seeFigurela) to something
like
1.1x 105,then the Z modeis not confinedto the cavity
regionbut propagatesout of the sourceregionwithout
muchrefraction/deflection.
We have also consideredthe local properties of the
sourceregion. One of the most important considerations is the growth rate associatedwith variousmagnetoionic modesat the source.In determiningthe growth
rate the local ratio of plasma frequencyto electron cy-

clotronfrequency,
fp•/f½• playsthe majorrole. Forthe
presentmodel, Z2 mode should have the highest wave
growthrate insidethe sourcealtitude of .-• 275-325 km.
We have thus superposedthe maximum growth rate of
Z2 mode in gray scale.
In accordancewith the maximum growth condition
we have then carried out the ray-tracing calculation and
have shownthat under right initial condition, Z2 mode
can convert to O mode by the Ellis radio window mechanism.

The initial

condition

for Ellis window

accessi-
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those observed at ground level. The mechanism described in this paper predicts both wave populations,
and four effectsmay explain the differencein their field

strengths:(1) the finite transmission
width of the Ellis
window, shownin Figures 2 and 4, impliesthat only a
fractionof the Z (or upper hybrid) wavesin the ionosphereconvertto O mode;(2) as they propagateaway
from their source, the ionospheric Z-mode waves refract into conditionsfor which they damp on the surroundingplasmarather than extractingenergyfrom it,
so the average Z-mode wave amplitude observedover
a volumeincludingthe sourcewill in generalimply a
larger field strength than that which actually characterizesthe wavesthat reachthe Ellis window;(3) the
O modeexperiencesabsorptionas it propagatesto the
ground, particularly if a denseE region underliesthe
source;and (4) the O-modefield strengthdecreases
as
the wave propagatesto ground level becausethe waves
spread out spatially.
We can roughly estimate this spatial spreadingof the
O-mode waves. The sizesof the density cavitiesin the
auroral zone such as those modeled in Figure I as the
sourceregionof the wavesare typically the order of tens
of kilometers;on the other hand, there is evidencefrom
spatially separatedground level measurementsthat the
auroral roar emissionsoften illuminate regionson the
groundof the order of hundredsof kilometers.(Canadian radio observatories
spaced200 km apart oftenobservecommonsignals.)Thereforewe expecta reduction
in Poyntingflux of the order of 100 becauseof the spatial spreading,implying a factor of 10 in field strength.
From Figure 4 we can roughly estimate the fraction of
wave energy at the sourcethat eventually ray traces to
the Ellis window,assumingno absorptionand assuming
a transmissionwindow of a fixed angular width. This
fraction is approximately1% for the 3ø-wideEllis window, implying another factor of 10 for the ratio of the

fieldstrengths.Betweenthem,effects(1) and (4) thereforeexplaina factorof 102of the observedratio 103-104
betweenthe field strengthin the ionosphereand that at
ground level. This leavesa factor of at least 10-100 to
be accountedfor by absorptionof the waves.

Assuming
that fairly weakdampingoccurs(-y< 0.1f
andthe launchfrequency(or equivalently,
the altitude). or so, where-y representsthe dampingrate), absorpThe result is a seriesof narrow strips and dots in angle- tion of one or two e foldingsseemsreasonablein the
frequencyspace,which allows for the Z-mode wavesto ionosphere,where the wavespropagatefor tens of wave
eventually accessthe Ellis window.
periodsbeforehitting the Ellis window(Figure3). Atbility is surveyedin a plot of initial wave phase angle

The field strengthsof auroral roar emissionsobserved tenuation
of the orderof 10-• in fieldstrength(10-2

at groundlevel rangefrom a few /•V/m to a few tens in power)of the O-modewavesbetweenthe ionosphere
of ttV/m. The few reportedrocket measurements
of and the groundis quite reasonableconsidering
the high
upper hybrid waves at altitudes above 200 km in the attenuation of thesefrequenciesin the enhancedauroral
auroral ionosphereare consistentwith field strengths E region[Goughand Urban,1983].Thesetwo absorp-

the orderof tens of mV/m [Mallinckrodt,1980; Gough tion effectsare quite difficult to model and are beyond
and Urban,1983]. Theseionospheric
measurements
are the scopeof this paper, but their calculationrepresents
not only space-and time-averagedbut also representa an obviousnext step in assessing
the feasibilityof the
meager sampling; larger-amplitude upper hybrid waves mechanismproposedhere for explaining auroral roar
may well occur. Nevertheless,using these experimen-

emissions.

tal boundsimpliesa ratio of at least 103-104between
Even if the Z-mode dampingturns out to be excesthe wave field strengthsobservedin the ionosphereand sivefor the particularscenariomodeledby ray tracing
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in this paper, there may be other scenariosin which the characterizedby a pair of enhanced ionization patches
Z mode avoidsdamping but still reachesthe Ellis win- centeredaround x - 0. On the other hand, if a - 0 but
dow criterion. The modeling in this paper establishes b is finite, then the structure can be characterizedas a
that the Ellis window is a conversion mechanism worth
pure density cavity. In the present model we find that
consideringwhen developingtheoriesof the generation the choice of L = 50 km, a = 2.5, and b = 0.2 qualof auroral radio emissions.
itatively models the typical measured electron density
structure.

Appendix A' Model of Bottomside
Auroral Ionosphere

Finally, the geomagneticfield intensity is modeledby
the standard dipole field, given by

The presentelectron density model is the following:

he(X,Z) ----n0 nde(Z)nli(Z) nhs(X)

(A1)

whereno - 3.48 x 10a cm-a is a referencenumberdensity at a referencealtitude z0 = 10akm. The factor
nde(Z) is the normalized diffuse equilibrium electron
density [Kimura, 1966; Inan and Bell, 1977; Horne,
1995]givenby

B(z) = 0.3(1+ z/RE)-3 (1 + 3 sin20L)1/2

(A5)

where0L representsthe latitude angle (we choose0L m
74ø) and the unit for B is gauss.Plasmafrequencyand
electrongyrofrequencyare given by

1/2(X,Z)[MHz] (A6)
fpe-- COpe/(27r)
• 8.98x 10-3 ne
fce= ace/(2•r) • 2.80B(z) [MHz]

(A7)

respectively.

N

ride(Z){Z •]iexp[-6(z)/Hi]
}1/2 (A2)Appendix

B- Equations for
Electromagnetic Rays

i=1

where 01 = 0.3, 02 - 0.4, and •3 = 0.3, respectively;

G(z) = (Rs + zo)(z - zo)/(RE + z), Re = 6370km

The ray equations for magnetoionic modes are well

known[e.g.,Kimura,1966].In a two-dimensional
plane

being the Earth radius; and H1 = 1.1264 Tdekm, H2 =
xz the equationsfor the ray are given by
0.2816Tdekm, and Ha = 0.0704 Tdekm, respectively,
dx/dt = 0.3 N sin0 (1 - P)/R
Tde being the diffuseequilibrium electrontemperature.

For the presentpurposewe chooseTde= 10a K, which

dz/dt = 0.3N cos0(1 + P tan20)/R

is typical of the lower ionospherein the auroral zone.

dt= 2RN
7r[neOx
Qcøs
O
dO
0.3
180
One

The factor nil(Z) is the lower ionosphericcorrection
term:

O(z-z)

nil(Z)
-- I +tanh(zi•
- ZM)/H
x [tanh(z-zF)/H + tanh(zF- ZM)/H]

- ner9z
Q+•S
(A3)

where O(t) = I for t > 0 and zero otherwise;ZM =
100 km is the bottom of the ionosphere,below which is
presumed to be dominated by the neutral atmosphere;
and H and zi• are two adjustable parameters that determine the elevationof the F regionpeak. For the present
purpose we choose H = 200 km and zi• -- 400 km,
which place the F region peak at • 300 km. Of course,

sin0

(B1)

dt = 0.3
2RneOx
Qsin
O+ (One
n•Oz
Q+•OB
S) cos0
dN
One
]
In the

above

the

distances

x and

z are measured

in

kilometers,the time t in •s, and the unit for ray phase
angle0 is degree.The factor 0.3 comesfrom converting

the speedof lightin vacuo,c = 3 x l0 s km s-1 to the
units adopted in the present study.

As is well known,one of the equationsin (B1), parthe F region peak varies from day to night, seasonto ticularly the equation for N, is redundant. It can be
season,and depends on solar conditions. The specific replaced by the local magnetoionic dispersionrelation
choiceis not very important for the presentpurpose.
(4). Finally,the variousquantitiesin (B1) are givenby
Finally, the term nhs(X) representsthe horizontal
2 cos01
rpel
density structure factor:
R=I+
- cel cos01)a
x2

x

(l+asech2•)(A4)
nhs(X)
--[1 a+b
1q-aexp(-•-•)]
where L is the half width of the cavity along the x directionand a(• O) and b(O• b • 1) are two shapeparameters. Parameter a controlsthe degreeof symmetric
density enhancementscentered about x - O, while b determinesthe degreeof densitydepletionwith maximum
at x - 0 (note that nns(O)- I - b). Thus, if a • 0 and
b - O, then the depressionat the center of the structure
is absent.

In this case the horizontal

structure

can be

x 1+l+T2f2_f•e
=
rpecel
COS
a - cel
01
cos01)a
s-•n-•
1- T21+
cos
20)

x 1- •7•

f (Tf - feelcos01)
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Icos
0
x(1II +- T
T2
2 f2 fp•e
- fp2
eTf-fce
fcel
S •

2

TfpefcelCO$

1 + T • f (Tf-

fce[cos0[)•
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